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_In Touch_ is a newsletter, published four times a year and distributed to the scientific community as an attempt to aid progress and innovative change in toxicology. The publishers of _In Touch_ believe that creative innovations -- no matter how small -- when practiced collectively could significantly reduce the numbers of animals used in testing. The first issue of _In Touch_ was sponsored by the New England Anti-Vivisection Society (NEAVS), and the second by the Millennium Guild.

advertisement

**Why do people sink whaling ships, release dolphins, boycott veal...?**

Haven't you ever wondered whether we really need to exploit animals and nature the way we do?

A movement is being built to challenge these forms of exploitation and the cultural attitudes that go with them. Nature alienation and anthropocentricism wound our society; the healing requires political action.

Read about it in AGENDA, the independent, bi-monthly newsmagazine of the rapidly growing animal rights/liberation movement. AGENDA'S 25 contributing editors -- activists from all over the United States, Canada, England and Australia—keep you in touch with the action for improved relations with the rest of the planet.

☐ Here's $15. Send AGENDA for one year.

☐ Here's $2. Send a sample AGENDA.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City____________________________
State/Zip_______________________

Mail check and coupon to:
Animal Rights Network
Box 5234/Westport, CT 06881